Security Audits

Experts in Security Audits and threat Assessments
Your opportunity... to allow
LBG to audit and review your
sites and allow us to provide
a fully comprehensive report
outlining both your strengths,
weaknesses and threats
ranging from political,
geographical and technical.

Your greatest risk... is to
leave your premises
unchecked and un-audited.

What LBG can do for you

LBG Security Audit experience
LBG works closely with multi-nationals to assess
the security of a company’s facility through our
formalised audit process that identifies
vulnerabilities and creates an action plan.
LBG auditors come from a deep technical and
experienced background with one of our auditors
being C-TPAT trained.

LBG ensures your building is
secure from outside attacks with
physical penetration testing and
will raise red flags in terms of
security violations from many
different areas such as physical
security, access control, perimeter
security, intrusion detection,
information systems, human
resources and policy
implementation.
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LBG delivers

Reasons why......

▪

Security audits

▪

Threat assessments

Correcting issues will protect your assets
by deterring security threats such as those
posed by terrorists and criminals.

▪

C-TPAT audits

▪

Advice and training on physical-logical
security requirements

▪

Consultancy on CCTV implementation
and design

▪

Daily security advisories for your staff

Every security enhancement you make
based on the audit will make the company
more secure and enhance customer and
employee confidence.
The audit will allow the chance to train
and improve your current security culture
and enhance employees understanding of
security processes.
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LE BOUTILLIER GROUP SERVICES
▪

Security and Investigations

▪

Corporate Security

▪

Crisis Management

▪

Investigations

▪

Law Enforcement

▪

Defensive Tactics

▪

Products and Equipment

BANGKOK OFFICE
LBG Le Boutillier Group Co., Ltd.
Suite 4/5, 10th Floor
RSU Tower | 571 Sukhumvit Road
Bangkok 10110

Aaron Le Boutillier, Managing Director
aaron@leboutilliergroup.com

Tel: +66(0)2662 3415 / +66(0)2258 4389
Fax: +66(0)2662 3416
Mobile: +66 (0)878842122

www.leboutilliergroup.com

facebook.com/Le-Boutillier-Group
twitter.com/securitybangkok

SINGAPORE OFFICE
LBG Le Boutillier Group Pte., Ltd.
151 Chin Swee Road
#07-12 Manhattan House
Singapore 169876
Fax: +65 67339096
Mobile: +65 97964900
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